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A B S T R A C T 

The flux ratios of gravitationally lensed quasars provide a powerful probe of the nature of dark matter. Importantly, these ratios 
are sensitive to small-scale structure, irrespective of the presence of baryons. This sensitivity may allow us to study the halo 

mass function even below the scales where galaxies form observable stars. For accurate measurements, it is essential that the 
quasar’s light is emitted from a physical region of the quasar with an angular scale of milliarcseconds or larger; this minimizes 
microlensing effects by stars within the deflector. The warm dust region of quasars fits this criterion, as it has parsec-size physical 
scales and dominates the spectral energy distribution of quasars at wavelengths greater than 10 μm. The JWST Mid-Infrared 

Instrument is adept at detecting redshifted light in this wavelength range, offering both the spatial resolution and sensitivity 

required for accurate gravitational lensing flux ratio measurements. Here, we introduce our surv e y designed to measure the warm 

dust flux ratios of 31 lensed quasars. We discuss the flux-ratio measurement technique and present results for the first target, DES 

J0405-3308. We find that we can measure the quasar warm dust flux ratios with 3 per cent precision. Our simulations suggest 
that this precision makes it feasible to detect the presence of 10 

7 M � dark matter haloes at cosmological distances. Such haloes 
are expected to be completely dark in cold dark matter models. 

Key words: gravitational lensing: strong – quasars: general – dark matter. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

nderstanding the properties and behaviour of dark matter (DM)
s essential to our understanding of structure formation and galaxy
ormation. Its existence is currently our best model for the structure
nd evolution of the Universe from scales ranging from the cosmic
icrowave background (Planck Collaboration 2020 ) to the rotation

urves of spiral galaxies and the dispersion support of spheroidal
warf galaxies (see, e.g. Weinberg et al. 2015 ; Bullock & Boylan-
olchin 2017 , and references therein). In this theory, baryonic
alaxies form within extended DM haloes (White & Rees 1978 ;
hite & Frenk 1991 ). Direct detection of these dark haloes would

rovide robust evidence for DM’s existence. Moreover, the particle
roperties of DM, such as its mass, formation mechanism, and
ossible self-interactions, determine the abundance and internal
tructure of haloes (see e.g. Buckley & Peter 2018 , and references
herein). As DM continues to e v ade laboratory detection and is
ot guaranteed to be detected directly through non-gravitational
nteractions, observations of the properties of DM haloes provide
 crucial way to test hypotheses about its particle properties. 

The ‘Cold’ DM scenario and cosmological theory, � CDM , pre-
icts the existence of dark haloes down to planet masses (Wang
 E-mail: anierenberg@ucmerced.edu 
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t al. 2020 ) in many models. Detecting these dark objects, below the
xpected scale of galaxy formation, would provide strong evidence
n support of CDM and rule out entire classes of theories in which
hese low-mass objects do not e xist. F or e xample, warm DM (WDM)
efers categorically to scenarios in which free-streaming suppresses
he matter power spectrum below a characteristic scale, suppressing
he concentration of haloes and precluding their formation below a
ertain mass scale (Bode, Ostriker & Turok 2001 ; Schneider et al.
012 ; Bose et al. 2016 ; Ludlow et al. 2016 ). Self-interacting DM
SIDM) models introduce a self-interaction cross-section between
M particles small enough to preserve the successes of CDM on large

cales, but large enough to drive heat conduction through DM haloes.
his results in a dynamic evolution of halo density profiles that begins
ith core formation and eventual core collapse (Spergel & Steinhardt
000 ; Balberg, Shapiro & Inagaki 2002 ; Kaplinghat, Tulin & Yu
016 ; Yang & Yu 2021 ; Zeng et al. 2022 ; Nadler, Yang & Yu 2023a ).
odels in which an extremely light boson with a mass ∼ 10 −22 eV

omprises all or part of the DM, usually referred to as ‘ultra-light
ark matter’ (ULDM) or fuzzy DM, predict suppression of small-
cale structure similar to WDM and manifest quantum-mechanical
nterference effects on galactic scales due to the kpc-scale de Broglie
avelength of the particles (Schive, Chiueh & Broadhurst 2014 ;
ocz et al. 2017 ; Chan et al. 2020 ; Laroche et al. 2022 ; Powell et al.

023 ). More generally, any theory that modifies the linear matter
ower spectrum on scales k > 5 Mpc −1 impacts the abundance and
nternal structure of DM haloes. This includes certain models of
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nflation, primordial non-Gaussianity, late-decaying DM particles, or 
 non-zero running spectral index in slow-roll inflation (Zentner & 

ullock 2002 ; Stafford et al. 2020 ; Ando, Hiroshima & Ishiwata
022 ; Gilman et al. 2022 ; Mar ́ıa Ezquiaga, Garc ́ıa-Bellido & Vennin
022 ; Esteban, Peter & Kim 2023 ). Primordial black holes (PBHs)
re another potential DM candidates that primarily affect the internal 
tructure of subhaloes (Afshordi, McDonald & Spergel 2003 ; Ricotti, 
striker & Mack 2008 ; Carr, Kuhnel & Sandstad 2016 ; Carr &
 ̈uhnel 2020 ; Dike, Gilman & Treu 2023 ) 
Galaxy-scale strong gravitational lensing can reveal DM structure 

hrough its gravitational effects on subgalactic scales, and thus 
rovides insight into its properties (see Vegetti et al. 2023 for a
omprehensi ve re vie w). In a galaxy-scale strong gravitational lens, 
ultiple images of a background source appear due to the deflection 

f light by a foreground galaxy and its surrounding DM halo. 
n extended background source, such as a galaxy, will appear 
arped and distorted by strong lensing, and will often partially 

ncircle the foreground deflector. A more compact source, such as 
 quasar, typically appears two or four times from the perspective 
f the observer. 1 The first deri v ati ve of the gravitational potential
etermines the relative positions of the lensed images, while the 
econd deri v ati ve of the potential determines their magnifications. 
hus, the positions and magnifications of lensed images constrain the 
ass distribution of the deflector across a range of scales, spanning 

he size of the Einstein radius (typically ∼ 1 arcsec ) down to the
illiarcsecond scales probed by the image magnifications. These 

ata are therefore sensitive to the abundance and internal structure 
f DM haloes several orders of magnitude less massive than the 
ain deflector and its host halo. The sensitivity of strong lensing 

bservables to both the abundance and internal structure of haloes 
as led to constraints on warm DM (Vegetti et al. 2018 ; Hsueh et al.
020 ; Gilman et al. 2020a ; Zelko et al. 2022 ), fuzzy DM (Laroche
t al. 2022 ; Powell et al. 2023 ), SIDM (Gilman et al. 2021 ; Minor
t al. 2021 ; Yang & Yu 2021 ; Nadler, Yang & Yu 2023a ), primordial
ensity fluctuations (Gilman et al. 2022 ), and PBHs (Dike, Gilman &
reu 2023 ). 
The state of the field has evolved considerably since Mao & 

chneider ( 1998 ) and Dalal & Kochanek ( 2002 ) showed that low-
ass DM haloes could explain the relative magnifications (or flux 

atios) of quadruply imaged radio-loud quasars. In the ensuing 
ecades, the sample of known galaxy-scale strong lenses has grown 
y an order of magnitude, both through the disco v ery of new
ystems and the use of radio-quiet quasars observed at optical and 
nfrared wavelengths. The modelling frameworks used to analyse 
nd interpret data from strong lens systems now include more 
ccurate models for the population of DM haloes perturbing the 
enses, including dark haloes along the line of sight (Xu et al.
012 ; Despali et al. 2018 ; Gilman et al. 2019 , 2020b ; Seng ̈ul et al.
022 ), correlated structure around the host halo (Gilman et al. 2019 ),
nd the tidal evolution of dark subhaloes. The calibration of the 
ubstructure models implemented in lensing analyses come from 

he predictions of numerical simulations of structure formation in 
arly-type galaxies (Fiacconi et al. 2016 ; Nadler et al. 2023b ) and
emi-analytic models, including galacticus (Benson 2012 ) and 
atGen (Jiang et al. 2021 ). Advances in the modelling of strong

ens systems have been enabled by software packages such as 
ensmodel , 2 lenstronomy 3 (Birrer & Amara 2018 ; Birrer et al. 
 If the source is a quasar surrounded by a galaxy, both extended arcs and 
ultiple images of the quasar appear. 
 https:// www.physics.rutgers.edu/ ∼keeton/ gravlens/ 
 https://github.com/lenstronomy/lenstronomy 
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7

021 ), GLEE (Suyu & Halkola 2010 ), PyAutoLens 4 (Nightingale 
t al. 2021 ), Herculens 5 (Galan et al. 2022 ), and the codes
f Vegetti & Koopmans ( 2009 , 2022 ), which include capabilities
o forward-model lensing observables through multiplane lensing 
omputations and simultaneous reconstruction of lensed images and 
ackground sources. Finally, open-source packages such as py- 
alo 6 and paltas 7 (Wagner-Carena et al. 2023 ) interface between 

ensing codes and DM models to quickly generate populations of DM
aloes for lensing simulations. 
The background source plays a key role in gravitational lensing 

nferences of DM structure from image flux ratios because its 
patial extent imposes a particular angular and temporal scale on 
he problem. For substructure lensing studies, the source must be 
xtended enough that the light-crossing time exceeds the arri v al time
ifference between lensed images (typically days to months) so that 
ntrinsic variations in the source produce a negligible change in the
ux ratios. For a typical time delay of ∼10 days, this implies a spatial
xtent of at least 0.1 pc. The source must also be extended enough
o be insensitive to microlensing by stars in the main deflector. The
erturbation of an image magnification caused by a halo depends on
he deflection angle produced by the halo relative to the angular size
f the source (Dobler & Keeton 2006 ; Metcalf & Amara 2012 ). Stars
roduce deflection angles of order ∼μas. Given typical galaxy-scale 
ensing configurations, this implies a minimum required source size 
f ∼mas, which corresponds to physical scales of ∼1 pc at a typical
ource redshift of z = 2. Quasar radio and narrow-line emission
re extended enough to meet these criteria (Metcalf & Madau 2001 ;
oustakas & Metcalf 2003 ), and these sources have yielded some

f the strongest constraints to date on a turno v er in the halo mass
unction (Gilman et al. 2018 , 2019 ; Hsueh et al. 2020 ), with an upper
imit of M hm 

< 10 7.8 M � (2 σ ) (Gilman et al. 2020a ). Impro v ements
n this measurement can be made by increasing the sample of lenses,
mproving the lens modelling techniques applied to interpret the data, 
mproving flux-ratio measurement sensitivity, and choosing sources 
ith intrinsically smaller sizes. 
Quasar warm dust serves as an attractive light source for flux-ratio

nomaly measurements. This dust component has temperatures of 
undreds of Kelvin and dominates the quasar spectral energy distri- 
ution at rest-frame wavelengths of ∼8–12 μm. It has typical sizes of
0.1–10 pc (Burtscher et al. 2013 ; Leftley et al. 2019 ), with minimal

caling with quasar luminosity. This is much smaller than the nuclear
arrow-line emission with FWHM ∼ 100 pc (M ̈uller-S ́anchez et al.
011 ; Nierenberg et al. 2014 , 2017 ). Fig. 1 demonstrates an example
f the magnification induced by a perturbing subhalo on a source
ith a characteristic size scale of the narrow-line emission compared 
ith the warm dust emission. The size of the quasar warm dust

mission region is excellent for DM studies, as it is large enough to
e unaffected by microlensing while still being small enough to be
ignificantly magnified by indi vidual lo w-mass DM haloes. It is also
right and ubiquitous. 
Quasar warm dust has long been recognized as a potential source

or analyses of DM through strong lensing. Several studies have 
ndertaken IR studies of strongly lensed quasars out to observed 
rame 10 μm (Agol, Jones & Blaes 2000 ; Chiba et al. 2005 ; MacLeod,
ochanek & Agol 2009 ; Ross et al. 2009 ; Fadely & Keeton 2011 ;
acLeod et al. 2013 ; Jones et al. 2019 ). Chiba et al. ( 2005 ) and
acLeod, Kochanek & Agol ( 2009 ) both measured flux ratios to be
MNRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 
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M

Figure 1. Illustration of the differential magnification of a saddle image of 
a quadruply imaged quasar with a Gaussian light distribution by a perturbing 
NFW subhalo with masses of 10 6 (dashed lines) and 10 7 M � (solid lines), as 
a function of the position of the subhalo relative to the centre of the lensed 
image. Per cent differences in flux are relative to a model without a subhalo. 
The subhalo significantly alters the flux of the smaller source (blue lines) with 
FWHM typical of the quasar warm dust region, but it is not massive enough 
to significantly affect the larger source (black lines) with FWHM typical of 
the quasar nuclear narrow-line region. The JWST program described in this 
work aims to have sensitivity to the effects of 10 7 M � subhaloes, which are 
not expected to contain detectable gas or stars. Our final measurements will 
be made statistically by generating populations of DM haloes both in the 
lens and along the line of sight, and by marginalizing o v er uncertainties in 
the deflector macromodel and source properties as described in Gilman et al. 
( 2019 , 2020a ). 
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onsistent with results from lensed radio jets. These studies probed
est-fr ame wav elengths of ∼3–5 μm, where we e xpect light from the
uasar accretion disc as well as both hot and warm dust components
see e.g. Stalevski et al. 2012 ; Sluse et al. 2013 , and references
herein). Measuring the flux ratios at even redder wavelengths, where
he warm dust dominates the SED, may provide an even more
obust constraint of DM structure. This has now become possible
ith JWST, which has both the spatial resolution and sensitivity to
easure lensed quasar flux ratios to rest frame 8 μm given typical

ource redshifts. 
Here, we introduce our surv e y JWST-GO-2056 (PI: Nierenberg)

f 31 quadruply lensed quasars in which we use multiband Mid-
nfrared Instrument (MIRI) imaging with JWST to measure the
arm dust flux ratios. Given typical source sizes of 1–10 pc, and

arget flux ratio precision of 3 per cent, DM haloes with masses
elow 10 7 M � can cause a significant perturbation to the flux
atios. No existing data set has demonstrated the capability to reveal
he presence of dark haloes on these scales across cosmological
istances. Detecting a population of haloes at 10 7 M � would have
rofound consequences for DM physics. Independent confirmation
f the presence of dark haloes through lensing would verify a key
rediction of the � CDM paradigm, complementing other probes
f low-mass DM structure, such as studies of dwarf galaxies (e.g.
adler et al. 2021a ; Dekker et al. 2022 ; Slone et al. 2023 ) and

tellar streams (Bovy, Erkal & Sanders 2017 ; Banik et al. 2021 ).
on-detection of these low-mass haloes would falsify CDM, and an

nference of their central density profiles and concentrations would
mpro v e e xisting bounds from lensing on SIDM, fuzzy DM, and
he matter power spectrum (see Vegetti et al. 2023 , and references
herein). 
NRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we describe
he surv e y design and sample selection. In Section 3 , we present

easurements for the first target observed for our program, DES
0405-3308 (Anguita et al. 2018 ). In Section 4 , we describe how we
easure the light components. In Section 5 , we present our model

or fitting the quasar spectral energy distribution. In Section 6 , we
iscuss our results in light of previous measurements of this system.
n Section 7 , we estimate our sensitivity to DM haloes for the full
urv e y. In Section 8 , we provide a summary of the major conclusions
f this paper. In order to calculate physical sizes, we assume a flat
 CDM cosmology with h = 0.7 and �m 

= 0.3. 

 T H E  QUASAR  MID-IR  SPECTRAL  E N E R G Y  

I STRI BU TI ON  A N D  SURV EY  DESI GN  

he goal of this program is to measure the flux ratios of strongly
ensed warm dust emission of quasars in order to constrain the
roperties of DM. Quadruply imaged quasars were selected from the
urrent known sample of ∼50 systems (Inada et al. 2012 ; Lemon et al.
017 ; Agnello et al. 2018 ; Agnello & Spiniello 2019 ; Delchambre
t al. 2019 ; Lemon, Auger & McMahon 2019 ; Stern et al. 2021 ).
hese systems were disco v ered through a combination of data from
ide-field surv e ys including the Sloan Digital Sk y Surv e y (York

t al. 2000 ), the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response
ystem (Chambers et al. 2016 ), Gaia (Gaia Collaboration 2023 ), the
ide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (Wright et al. 2010 ), and the
ark Energy Surv e y (Dark Energy Surv e y Collaboration 2016 ). We
rst describe the properties of the quasar mid-infrared spectral energy
istribution that are rele v ant to our measurement and explain how this
mpacted our observation strategy and lens selection. After selecting
ased on the criteria outlined in the following subsections, the final
ample contains 31 lenses. We will provide detailed information for
ach target in the papers that present flux ratios for those targets. 

.1 Photometric r equir ements for spectral energy distribution 

tting 

ur goal is to isolate emission coming from physical regions more
xtended than ∼0.1 pc in order to ensure that these regions subtend
n angular size of ∼mas, and are therefore not contaminated by
tellar microlensing in the lens galaxy. This in turn ensures that the
ux ratios we measure are sensitive only to the presence of low-mass
M haloes rather than stellar microlensing or intrinsic variability. 
The current picture of the mid-IR emitting region of quasars

as been built up using a combination of narrow-band imaging,
everberation mapping, and high-resolution interferometric mea-
urements. One model is consistent with all of these observations.
n this model, the mid-IR SED of quasars is composed of three
elatively distinct sources of emission. At wavelengths below 2
icrons, there is significant emission from the quasar accretion

isc, which has physical scales of light-days (e.g. Wambsganss,
aczynski & Schneider 1990 ; Wanders et al. 1997 ; Anguita et al.
008 ; Fausnaugh et al. 2016 ), corresponding to angular sizes of μas
t typical source redshifts. At redder wavelengths, the spectral energy
istribution becomes dominated by a ‘hot’ dust region with peak flux
mitted at temperatures ranging from 1000–1400 K ( ∼3 μm). This
mission is associated with dust near the sublimation temperature
hat marks the inner boundary of the dusty region of the quasar and
as characteristic size scales of order 0.05–0.2 pc (Suganuma et al.
004 , 2006 ; Mor & Trakhtenbrot 2011 ; GRAVITY Collaboration
020 ), depending on quasar luminosity. In addition to this, there
s a ‘warm’ dust component (see e.g. H ̈onig 2019 , and references
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herein), which dominates the SED at wavelengths of 8–12 μm. This
omponent is observed to subtend scales of ∼0.1–10 pc, with little 
r no scaling with luminosity (Burtscher et al. 2013 ; Leftley et al.
019 ). 
The size of the warm dust makes it both insensitive to microlens-

ng, as well as relatively more sensitive to low mass perturbations 
han the larger narrow-line region used in previous flux-ratio anomaly 
tudies (Nierenberg et al. 2020 ; Gilman et al. 2020a ). Fig. 1 illustrates
his for the case of a saddle image in a quadruply imaged quasar.
addle images are located at a saddle point in the time-delay surface
f the lens and are therefore particularly sensitive to the effects of
mall-scale perturbations. The smaller source with FWHM of 5 pc, 
haracteristic of the quasar warm dust emitting region, is significantly 
ore perturbed by the subhalo than is the more extended source 
ith FWHM of 80 pc, characteristic of the quasar nuclear narrow- 

ine region. We are aiming for measurements that are sensitive to 
he presence of individual 10 7 M � NFW haloes. 8 We selected this

ass target as it is below the threshold at which the majority of
aloes are believed to contain detectable galaxies (e.g. Nadler et al. 
021b ). Based on these simulations, we aim for a target flux ratio
easurement signal to noise of 3 per cent. 
Sluse et al. ( 2013 ) performed microlensing analyses of simulated 

ensed quasars spectral energy distributions and demonstrated that 
ensed quasar images could be significantly affected by microlensing 
t rest-frame wavelengths blueward of 8 μm, because of the small
hysical size of the hot dust emitting region, and the quasar accretion
isc. Therefore, ideally, a flux-ratio study of quasars would probe 
nly the warm dust emission at rest-frame wavelengths beyond 10 
m and redder in order to a v oid contamination. The reddest MIRI

maging filter is 25.5 μm. Such a restriction on rest-frame wavelength 
ould enable us to study only lensed quasars with redshifts below 1.5. 
In order to expand our sample to higher source redshifts, and 

o ensure a lack of microlensing contamination at lower redshifts, 
e use multiband imaging spanning the near-to-mid-IR SED of the 
uasar to constrain the relative contributions of the quasar accretion 
isc and the hot and warm dust for each lensed image. Based
n simulations presented in a companion paper (Sluse et al. in 
reparation), such multiband imaging enables the identification of 
ensed images affected by significant microlensing and can be used 
o reduce systematic uncertainties relative to single-band imaging 
nly. 
We adopted the following strategy to measure the spectral energy 

istribution of lensed quasar images. For all lenses, we obtained 
maging in F560W, F1280W, and F1800W to obtain a constraint 
n the relative brightness of the quasar accretion disc and hot dust
mission. We also required the reddest filter to measure rest-frame 
 μm or redder. Thus, for quasars with redshifts z > 2, we required
he faintest lensed image to be detectable in F2550W. Our target 
ignal-to-noise was 100. Using the pre-launch JWST Exposure Time 
alculator, this corresponded to a minimum lensed image flux of 1 
Jy. The faintest lensed image fluxes were estimated by applying 

he optical flux ratios by the unresolved total flux measured in WISE
4 (22.4 μm). 
For source quasars with redshifts z < 2, F2100W (rest-frame 8 μm

r redder) provides sufficiently red wavelength coverage to mitigate 
icrolensing. This filter is much more sensitive than F2550W given 

he lower background and more compact point-spread function 
PSF), and thus we did not impose a minimum flux requirement 
 In CDM, we expect large numbers of such subhaloes and therefore we will 
odel their collective effects. 

a
h
–
p
u

or these targets beyond an unresolved detection of the lens in W4
total W4 flux for all four images greater than ∼3 mJy). 

Given typical quasar SEDs, and the sensitivity of MIRI imaging 
s a function of wavelength, these criteria were sufficient to ensure
hat the quasar flux ratios could be measured with adequate signal-
o-noise in the three bluer filters. 

In addition to the sensitivity requirements, we selected lenses with 
 minimum image separation of 0 ′′ .1 for accurate image deblending,
iven that the highest resolution imaging is in F560W with a PSF
WHM of 0 ′′ .2. 

.2 Macr omodel r equir ements 

enses were selected to have four images to constrain the smooth
ass distribution, which is used as a baseline for flux ratio anomaly

tudies. Furthermore, we required that the lens have a ‘simple’ 
eflector light distribution with no significant disc, and only a single
assive deflector was needed to reproduce the observed image 

ositions. 

 OBSERVATI ONS  A N D  I NI TI AL  R E D U C T I O N  

he first system to be observed was DESJ040559.7-330851.00 
Anguita et al. 2018 ). This lens has source redshift of z s = 1.713 and
 photometrically estimated deflector redshift of z d ∼ 0.3 (Gilman 
t al. 2020a ). DESJ0405-3308 has an unresolved W4 flux of 7.7
Jy. Assuming the optical flux ratios are identical to the F2550W
ux ratios, this would indicate an expected faint image flux of
pproximately 1.3 mJy. Based on our photometric criteria, this was 
right enough to use F2550W as the reddest filter for this target,
nabling us to measure fluxes at rest frame ∼9.4 μm, where we
xpect little to no contamination from microlensing. For this system, 
he spectral energy distribution will provide a useful test of our SED
tting method. 
Observations for DESJ0405-3308 were obtained on 2022 October 

7. Exposure times were 58 s in F560W, F1280W, and F1800W and
74 s in F2550W. All exposures were divided into a three-point dither
attern to impro v e spatial resolution and mitigate cosmic rays. 
Initial calibration was performed using the default JWST data 

alibration pipeline 9 (Greenfield & Miller 2016 ; Bushouse et al. 
022 ). Sky subtraction of Level 2 data products was performed using
ustomized routines 10 before drizzling to produce the final images. 
he final pixel scale was set to 0 ′′ .11 per pixel, identical to the native
etector pixel scale. Reduced images in each filter are shown in
igs 2–5 . 11 

 I MAG E  FLUX  MEASUREMENT  

ur goal was to accurately measure the lensed image fluxes in the
resence of other light components including the lensed quasar host 
alaxy (which appears as a lensed arc) and the deflector galaxy light.
MNRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 

ssume that the time history of this sensitivity drop was similar to what 
as been more definitively measured for MIRI spectroscopy at λ ≥ 20 μm 

https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/jwst-calibration-pipeline-caveats/jwst-miri-mrs- 
ipeline-caveats, this would imply that the 2550W fluxes we measure are 
nderestimated by about 10 per cent. 

https://github.com/STScI-MIRI/Imaging_ExampleNB
https://www.stsci.edu/contents/news/jwst/2023/miri-imager-reduced-count-rate?Type=miri
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Figure 2. Upper panels: From left to right: Comparison of original F560W image, best-fitting model, and residuals. Lower panels: Separate light model 
components. From left to right: model point sources, lensed quasar host galaxy, and deflector light distribution. The yellow bar in the lower left of the data image 
indicates 1 arcsec. The arrow indicates North. 

Figure 3. Upper panels: From left to right: Comparison of original F1280W image, best-fitting model, and residuals. Lower panels: Separate light model 
components. From left to right: model point sources, lensed quasar host galaxy, and deflector light distribution. The yellow bar in the lower left of the data image 
indicates 1 arcsec. 
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e adopted a forward modelling approach to measure the lensed
uasar image fluxes in all four filters. The model consisted of a
ombination of up to four light components depending on the filter,
s described below. 

Lensed quasar images: The quasar light is dominated by the
ccretion disc and hot and warm dust on angular size scales of
icro- to milliarcseconds. Given that this is smaller than the smallest

maging PSF with FWHM of F560W of 0 ′′ .2, we treated these
omponents as point sources. We wished our measurement to have
s little dependence as possible on the gravitational lensing model, as
he image fluxes will later be used to constrain this model with DM
ubstructure. Therefore, we did not associate the point source fluxes
r positions with a lens model but rather treated them as completely
ndependent. This is the same procedure one might adopt if, for
xample, there were foreground stars in the data. 

Deflector light distribution: The lens galaxy is detected in
560W and F1280W. We modelled this light distribution as an
lliptical S ́ersic profile (S ́ersic 1963 ). 
NRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 
Lensed quasar host galaxy: The lensed host galaxy of the quasar
s apparent as an extended arc in F560W , F1280W , and F1800W . We
odelled the unlensed quasar host galaxy light distribution as an el-

iptical S ́ersic profile. To produce the observed gravitationally lensed
rc, we included a gravitational lensing model for the deflector mass
istribution. We adopted an elliptical power-law model (Tessore &
etcalf 2015 ), with external shear. 

.1 PSF fitting 

e used webbPSF 12 (Perrin et al. 2012 , 2014 ) to fit the PSF in
ur data. We used a supersampling of three in order to enable
mpro v ed astrometric precision, and because of the large detector
ix el scale relativ e to the sizes of the light features such as the lensed
uasar host galaxy. At the time of writing, this software was in
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Figure 4. Upper panels: From left to right: Comparison of original F1800W image, best-fitting model, and residuals. Lower panels: Separate light model 
components. From left to right: Model point sources and lensed quasar host galaxy. The deflector light is not detected in this filter, thus it is not included in the 
model. The yellow bar in the lower left of the data image indicates 1 arcsec. 

Figure 5. From left to right: Comparison of original image, model, and residuals. The light model in F2550W consists of only the point source contribution. 
The yellow bar in the lower left of the data image indicates 1 arcsec. 
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cti ve de velopment to update the models to match observed optics
nd detector properties. The default parameters provided a poor fit 
o the observed data due to detector-le vel ef fects. The dominant
iscrepancy was due to inter-pixel capacitance and charge diffusion 
n the detector (e.g. Argyriou et al. 2023 ). A preliminary model for
he charge dif fusion ef fect has been implemented. Ho we ver, at the
ime of writing, this was only in the detector-sampled PSF models, 
hile we required a super-sampled PSF model given the large pixel 

ize relative to the light features. 
As an alternative, we found that the PSF could be modelled by

arying the webbPSF Gaussian ‘ jitter sigma ’ parameter. The 
jitter’ effect is implemented in webbPSF by convolving the PSF 

odel with a Gaussian kernel to account for spacecraft motion. In
ractice, the jitter effect has a nearly equi v alent impact on the data, as
oes charge diffusion. 13 The jitter sigma value was optimized 
or each filter as described in the following. 

We used blackbodies at the redshift of the quasar to account for
he wavelength dependence of the PSF. The temperature of each 
lackbody was optimized separately for each filter. Although in 
rinciple the PSF spectrum should be connected to the SED of
he quasar (rather than a single blackbody), we found that a single
lackbody model for the PSF source provided an excellent fit to 
3 M. Perrin, pri v ate communication. 

 

s
m  
he data. We defer incorporating additional complexity in the PSF 

imulation until the PSF model has been further refined based on
n-flight results. 

In addition to the charge diffusion effects, F560W displays a 
rominent ‘cruciform’ artefact (G ́asp ́ar et al. 2021 ; Wright et al.
023 ), which is a wa velength-dependent, detector -level artefact 
pparent beyond the first Airy ring. The second extension output 
f webbPSF provides a model for this feature that provides an
mpro v ed fit relativ e to the PSF model without it. Ho we ver, residuals
wing to the cross artefact were still prominent in our data. We
herefore fit the F560W data in a relatively small region where the
ross feature was sub-dominant. 

.2 Modelling pr ocedur e 

e adopted an iterative approach to fitting our images, switching 
etween optimizing the PSF parameters ( jitter sigma and 
lackbody temperature), and the parameters associated with light 
ources and gravitational lensing model until both inferences were 
eturning stable results. Due to the small number of stars in the field
f view, and their very different SED from our quasar images, we fit
he PSF parameters directly using our lensed quasar images. 

We fit the three images that contain the lensed quasar host galaxy
imultaneously. We required the image positions, gravitational lens 
odel, and the centroids of the deflector and source light to be the
MNRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 
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Table 1. Best-fitting webbPSFjitter sigma and blackbody temperature 
for each filter. These values were inferred for our data using webbPSF 
dev elopment v ersion 1.2.1, and do not include inter-pix el capacitance effects. 

Parameter F560W F1280W F1800W F2550W 

jitter sigma 0 ′′ .063 0 ′′ .061 0 ′′ .073 0 ′′ .075 
Temperature (K) 1120 700 680 250 

Table 2. Measured image positions and fluxes in units of mJy. Image 
positions are measured from the F2550W data. Image naming follows Shajib 
et al. ( 2019 ), and image labels are shown in Fig. 3 . We estimate the flux ratio 
(absolute flux) uncertainties to be 6 (15), 2 (15), 2 (15), 1 per cent (20 per cent) 
in F560W , F1280W , F1800W , and F2550W , respectively. The right ascension 
and declination offsets of the quasar images with respect to image B are 
within 0 ′′ .007 of those measured by Nierenberg et al. ( 2020 ). 

Image dRa dDec F560W F1280W F1800W F2550W 

A 1.065 0.318 0.396 1.06 1.38 2.647 
B 0 0 0.279 0.656 0.875 1.787 
C 0.721 1.152 0.459 1.08 1.42 2.790 
D −0.153 1.018 0.536 1.34 1.73 3.357 
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Figure 6. The measured flux ratios with respect to image A as a function 
of rest-frame wavelength. Coloured bands indicate the 68 per cent confidence 
interval of the corresponding warm dust component, which is not expected 
to be microlensed. The labels indicate whether the image is located at a 
minimum or saddle point of the time delay surface. Image A is a minimum. 
Rest wavelengths blueward of 8 μm rest frame have significant contributions 
from the hot dust and accretion disc that are small enough to be microlensed by 
stars in the lens galaxy and/or time variable on the day-to-week time-scales. 
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ame between the three filters but allowed all other model parameters
o vary between the three filters. F2550W, which contained only four
oint sources, was fit independently with no lens model and only the
our independent PSFs. 

After finding the best-fitting model parameters, uncertainties were
stimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo with the PSF held fixed
t the best-fitting value obtained from the previous steps. Given that
he flux ratios show no variation o v er a broad range of PSF model
arameters (including those that provide a poor overall fit to the data),
e do not anticipate that this choice will make a significant impact on

he estimate of the flux-ratio uncertainties. We used lenstronomy
Birrer, Amara & Refregier 2015 ; Birrer & Amara 2018 ; Birrer et al.
021 ) for all image fitting and simulation. 

.3 Results of forward modelling and uncertainty estimation 

he best-fitting PSF parameters are given in Table 1 , and the
easured image fluxes and positions are given in Table 2 . Fig. 6

hows the measured flux ratios as a function of wavelength. 
We do not report the lens model parameters. Owing to the

imitations of the current PSF model as well as the fact that the
uasar images are treated as independent foreground objects, the
ens and light model parameters we infer cannot be meaningfully
ompared to other studies for this system, which were based on
ubble Space Telescope data with a well-modelled PSF (Shajib et al.
019 ; Schmidt et al. 2023 ). Ultimately, for our gravitational lensing
M measurement, we will apply the approach used by Gilman et al.

 2019 , 2020a ) in which only the image positions and flux ratios are
sed to constrain the mass distribution of the deflector. This allows
or a high degree of flexibility in the smooth mass distribution used as
he baseline for the flux-ratio comparison (see also Nierenberg et al.
020 ). Below we discuss our tests for the dependence of measurement
ncertainty on model choices. 
The formal statistical uncertainties for the image fluxes, positions,

nd flux ratios were extremely small. Here we describe how we
stimated systematic uncertainties due to model choices. When
stimating uncertainties, it is important to make the distinction be-
ween absolute fluxes , which are rele v ant to SED fitting described in
NRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 
ection 5 , and flux ratios , which are the key quantity for gravitational
ensing estimates. 

Position uncertainties: We estimate the systematic uncertainties
y comparing the measured relative image positions with those
easured in HST WFC3-IR F140W direct imaging from Nierenberg

t al. ( 2020 ), and find maximum relative offsets of 0 ′′ .007 in the
ensed image positions. This is much smaller than the pixel sizes of
 

′′ .11 for JWST MIRI and 0 ′′ .13 for HST WFC3-IR. 
Light component modelling: We performed several tests of the

ystematic uncertainties on measured image fluxes and flux ratios.
hese included: (1) Fitting the light in the imaging bands together and

equiring the model light components to have the same parameters
xcept amplitude in all three bands; (2) performing the fits in the
hree filters separately and allowing the lens model to be different
n each filter; 3) restricting the source light to be round in shape; 4)
estricting the host mass profile to have a slope of γ p = 2 rather than
llowing it to vary freely; and 5) fixing the image positions to those
pecified by the lens model, rather than treating them as completely
ndependent foreground light sources. As an additional test on the
ux ratios, we measured the flux ratios before and after including the

ensed quasar host galaxy. 
The extended source was most significant in F560W, contributing

pproximately 40 per cent of the flux at the location of the quasar
mages. In F1280W and F1800W the flux was less than 10 per cent at
he location of the quasar images. This is reflected in the systematic
ncertainties from the tests abo v e, in which we found that the absolute
uxes varied by 5 per cent in F560W and F1280W and 2 per cent in
1800W, and the flux ratios varied by up to 6 per cent in F560W and
 per cent in F1280W and F1800W. 
PSF uncertainties: We found that variations in the choice of PSF
odel impacted the absolute image fluxes by 10 per cent or less.
e also tested for variation of PSF within a filter as a function of

mage brightness. Therefore we did an additional fit of the F2550W
ata, allowing each point source to have a different jitter sigma
alue. We found no significant variation in the value of this parameter
etween the four images, indicating that the adoption of a single PSF
odel was sufficient for this system. Furthermore, even with the
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ariable PSF, the flux ratios and fluxes varied by less than 1 per cent
elative to a fit in which the PSF was the same for all four images. 

Instrument calibration: The absolute flux calibration uncertain- 
ies for MIRI have not been estimated at the time of writing. In
ugust 2023, a significant wavelength-dependent loss in sensitivity 
f 3 per cent for F1280W, 8 per cent for F1800W, and 18 per cent for
2550W was reported for the MIRI imager relative to the commis-
ioning sensitivity measured in Summer 2022. 14 The sensitivity loss 
eems to have occurred over time. At the time of writing it is not
nown what the sensitivity loss was at the time of the observations
or this program (October 2022), therefore we include the August 
023 reported loss values as an additional systematic uncertainty in 
ur absolute flux measurements. 
Conclusion of uncertainty estimate testing: Based on our tests 

f systematic sources of uncertainty, we find that the absolute flux 
ncertainty is likely dominated by the uncertainty in the instrument 
alibration. For this work, we adopt 15 per cent flux uncertainties in
560W , F1280W , and F1800W , and 20 per cent flux uncertainties in
2550W based on our current knowledge of the detector calibration. 
e expect these uncertainties to become smaller in the near future 

s the instrument behaviour is better understood. 
The dominant source of flux ratio uncertainty in F560W was 

 per cent from modelling the lensed quasar host galaxy, while 
he uncertainties related to PSF modelling and lensed quasar host 
alaxy modelling were comparable for the flux ratio measurements in 
1280W and F1800W. We adopt flux ratio uncertainties for 2 per cent

n these filters. For F2550W, which did not have an apparent lensed
uasar host galaxy, we estimate 1 per cent flux ratio uncertainties. 

 SED  FITTING  

n this section, we describe how we used the MIRI four-band 
hotometry to fit the multicomponent SED and isolate light coming 
rom the warm dust region of the quasar, which is extended enough
o a v oid contamination from microlensing as described in Section 2 .

We followed Sluse et al. ( 2013 ) and adopted a simple three-
omponent model of the quasar spectral energy distribution. This 
s composed of power-law continuum emission from the quasar 
ccretion disc combined with two blackbodies representing the hot 
ust component, with prior temperature range of 500–1800 K, and 
he warm dust component, with prior temperature range 100–500 K. 

e did not include emission lines such as PAH emission, which we
xpect to make a small contribution to the broad-band fluxes (e.g. 
arc ́ıa-Bernete et al. 2022 ). 
Our SED model allowed for independent variation of each com- 

onent amplitude for each lensed image to account for the fact that
oth the quasar accretion disc and the hot dust are small enough
o be affected by microlensing. This also accounts for intrinsic flux 
ariation of the accretion disc on time-scales shorter than the time 
elay between the lensed images (of order days) (Schmidt et al. 
023 ). We performed the SED fit simultaneously for all four images.
he temperatures of the hot and warm dust blackbodies were allowed 

o vary as free parameters but were restricted to be the same for
ll images. The o v erall SED amplitudes were also allowed to vary
ndependently to account for different o v erall magnifications for the 
ensed images. 

When fitting the lensed quasar SEDs, we computed the joint 
ikelihood that each set of model parameters would reproduce the 
4 https:// www.stsci.edu/ contents/ news/ jwst/ 2023/ miri- imager- reduced- 
ount-rate?page=1&k eyw ord = MIRI 

1

p

bserv ed flux r atios (B/A, C/A, and D/A) in each filter as well as the
ikelihood that the model matched the absolute fluxes for image A in
ach filter. Model SEDs were transformed into band fluxes following 
ordon et al. ( 2022 ). 15 We used emcee (F oreman-Macke y et al.
013 ) to estimate the posterior probability distribution. 
Fig. 7 shows the accepted model drawn from the Markov Chain
onte Carlo, while inferred component flux ratios for the hot and
arm dust blackbodies are presented in Table 3 . The flux ratios are

omputed by dividing the normalization of the blackbody component 
or a given image by the normalization of the corresponding black-
ody component for image A. Although we included the continuum 

mission in our model to estimate the uncertainty it might contribute,
e do not present the continuum flux ratios as its contribution to the
uxes was small ( < 10 per cent) in the observed band-passes. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

ere we discuss the results of SED fitting and flux ratio measure-
ents in light of other studies of this system. 

.1 SED fitting results 

he hot dust temperature was inferred to be 1200 ± 100 K, and the
arm dust temperature was 300 ± 100 K. Interestingly, these values 

re consistent with the best-fit webbPSF blackbody temperature 
arameters for F560W (1130 K) and F2550W (250 K, Table 1 ). In
hese filters, the SED model predicts the flux is dominated by the hot
nd warm dust components respectively. 

The hot dust flux ratios are significantly different from the warm
ust flux ratios for images B and C. This is reflected in the flux ratios
isplayed in Fig. 2 , which are nearly achromatic for D/A but show
mall chromatic changes for B and C. A microlensing explanation 
ould be consistent with results from Nierenberg et al. ( 2020 ), who

ound clear signatures of microlensing in image C, which had a
ider H β emission line in C band relative to the other three images.
eformation of the broad emission line profile (such as H β) is a noted

ignature of microlensing (e.g. Sluse et al. 2012 ; Fian et al. 2021 ),
nd reflects the differential lensing by stars of the higher velocity
ings emitted from the smaller parts of the broad-line region. 
From the SED fitting, we see that the flux from the warm dust

s dominant relative to the hot dust. This is consistent with typical
uasar SEDs which find a lower co v ering fraction of hot dust relative
o warm dust (Mor & Trakhtenbrot 2011 ). From this result, we expect
ittle contamination in F2550W from the more compact hot dust 
egion. We find that the warm dust flux ratios for this system are
onsistent with the F2550W flux ratios. 

.2 Comparison with past results 

here is a significant difference between the cold dust flux ratios
nd the [O III ] flux ratios for image C measured by Nierenberg et al.
 2020 ). As discussed in the Introduction, the [O III ] and warm dust
mission regions are both extended and not subject to microlensing or
ime-variability on the day-to-month time-scales relevant to galaxy- 
cale lenses. Therefore, the differences in flux ratios cannot be 
xplained by these phenomena. Furthermore, differential dust extinc- 
ion is not a likely explanation as the [O III ] emission is redshifted
o ∼1 μm at the redshift of the deflector, and the quasar warm
MNRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 

5 https:// github.com/ STScI-MIRI/ ImagingFluxCal/ blob/ main/ model fluxes. 
y 

https://www.stsci.edu/contents/news/jwst/2023/miri-imager-reduced-count-rate?page=1\&keyword=MIRI
https://github.com/STScI-MIRI/ImagingFluxCal/blob/main/model_fluxes.py
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Figure 7. Results for SED fitting for separate lensed quasar images fit to a model with continuum plus hot and warm blackbody components with variable 
temperature. These components represent the quasar accretion disc (grey) and the hot (orange) and warm dust (red) contributions, respectively. The amplitude of 
each model component varied freely between images to accommodate size-dependent microlensing, intrinsic variability, and lensing by the main deflector and 
potential DM substructure. The fits are required to reproduce the observed absolute fluxes as well as the flux ratios in each filter. See Section 5 for a description 
of the model. Each line represents an accepted Markov Chain Monte Carlo draw to illustrate the variations in models. 

Table 3. Flux ratios and 1 σ uncertainties measured through SED fitting, 
F2550W, and narrow-line [O III ] from Nierenberg et al. ( 2020 ). 

Ratio Hot Warm F2550W [O III ] 

B/A 0.58 + 0 . 04 
−0 . 07 0.70 ± 0.02 0.7 ± 0.007 0.65 ± 0.04 

C/A 0.96 + 0 . 04 
−0 . 07 1.07 + 0 . 03 

−0 . 02 1.05 ± 0.01 1.25 ± 0.03 

D/A 1.23 + 0 . 04 
−0 . 06 1.27 ± 0.02 1.27 ± 0.01 1.17 ± 0.04 
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orus light is redshifted well beyond this. Assuming all measurement
ncertainties have been accurately characterized, we explore two
ossible explanations below. 
An offset between the centroid of the [O III ] emission and the

arm torus emission could create a small difference in the flux
atios. Offsets have been observed to be of order tens of parsecs
Singha et al. 2022 ) between the nuclear narrow-line region and the
uasar accretion disc. We tested the impact such an offset would
ake by choosing a macro model that fits the measured image

ositions and flux ratios, and offsetting the source from the best-
t position. A 10 pc offset, for example, would create a flux-ratio
ifference of up to 2 per cent and change the image positions by
p to 0 . ′′ 007. Ho we ver, the flux-ratio changes are not independent
f each other and there is no source offset that reproduces both
NRAS 530, 2960–2971 (2024) 
he image positions and flux ratios for the [O III ] and warm dust in
his system. Further investigation of the grism data from Nierenberg
t al. ( 2020 ) with simulated offsets between the continuum and the
O III ] region on the two-dimensional grism data would enable limits
o be placed on the possible magnitude of such an offset for this 
ystem. 

Another explanation for the difference in flux ratios is differential
illilensing by low mass perturbers. The mid-IR and [O III ] sources

ave intrinsically different characteristic sizes. The two sources could
e magnified differently by the same mass perturber. A qualitative
xample of this effect is provided in Fig. 1 , in which a small
ource like the warm torus is strongly de-magnified by a perturbing
ubhalo, while a larger narrow-line region source is not. As with
he example lensed image in Fig. 1 , image C is a saddle image
nd we would therefore typically expect it to be de-magnified by
 local perturbation to the macromodel, thus the observed in the
ux ratios could be explained by this type of phenomenon. The
if ferential ef fect of such a perturbation on the narro w and warm
ust flux-ratios would depend on a variety of factors including both
he mass of the perturbation and the intrinsic size of the narrow-line
egion. Based on the grism spectra, Nierenberg et al. ( 2020 ) placed
n approximate upper limit of ∼100 pc on the FWHM of the narrow-
ine region for this system based on a lack of differential extension
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n the spectra of the four lensed images. Such a differential extension
ould be observed in the grism spectrum if the narrow-line emission
as partially resolved (see also Nierenberg et al. 2017 ). As a test, we

tarted with a macromodel that fits the observed [O III ] flux ratios and
mage positions. Assuming the [O III ] emitting region has an FWHM
f 50 pc, a perturbation with mass scale 10 7 M � could reproduce
he observed warm torus flux ratios for this system while leaving the
O III ] flux ratios unchanged. 

In reality, we expect many low-mass haloes in the lens and along
he line of sight, potentially perturbing all four images simultane- 
usly, therefore we defer a more meaningful physical interpretation 
f the discrepancy between the [O III ] flux ratios and the mid-IR flux
atios until we have included the effects of full populations of haloes
nd subhaloes (Keeley et al. in preparation). 

 D M  C O N S T R A I N T S  FORECAST  

iven the flux-ratio precision measured in this work, we can estimate 
he constraint on DM properties obtainable from the full sample based 
n the scaling simulations by Gilman et al. ( 2019 ). The current WDM
onstraint is based on a sample of eight lenses with approximately 
 per cent measurement precision. Extrapolating to 31 lenses with a 
 per cent measurement precision for the relative flux ratios yields an
stimated 95 per cent upper limit on a turno v er in the half-mode mass
 hm 

of below 10 7 M � if DM is cold. This would correspond to a
imit on a thermal relic particle mass abo v e 9.7 keV. The current limit
rom lensing is M hm 

< 10 7.8 ( M WDM 

> 5.2 keV) based on eight lenses
ith narrow-line measurements (Gilman et al. 2020a ). Constraining 

he half-mode mass to be below 10 7 M � would imply the existence
f completely dark subhaloes and provide a validation of a major 
rediction of CDM. 
In addition to WDM, Gilman et al. ( 2021 ) showed that the

ompact sources in the JWST data set make these data highly 
ensitive to the internal structure of haloes. This has particularly 
ele v ant consequences for SIDM, which can cause haloes to un-
ergo core collapse, raising their central densities and therefore 
heir lensing efficiency. Based on the forecasts by Gilman et al. 
 2021 ) and the analysis with existing data performed by Gilman,
hong & Bovy ( 2023 ), the sample size of lenses obtained through

his JWST program should enable constraints on self-interaction 
ross-sections in which > 40 per cent of haloes core collapse. 
he properties of the SIDM cross-section required to produce this 
uantity of collapsed objects depend on the degree to which tidal 
tripping and e v aporation alter the collapse times for subhaloes 
nd on the nature of the self-interaction itself. Keeley et al. ( 2023 )
emonstrated that this data set will enable the detection of a mixture
f DM made of 50 per cent WDM with half-mode mass of 10 8.5 

 � and 50 per cent CDM. Similarly, major impro v ements will
e obtained for limits on all DM models that produce observed 
onsequences on these scales, including, for example, fuzzy DM and 
BHs. 

 SU M M A RY  

e present flux-ratio measurements for DES J0405-3308, the first 
f 31 systems to be observed in our program to measure rest-frame
id-IR flux ratios of quadruply imaged quasars with JWST. 
Our main conclusions are as follows: 

(i) We find that the MIRI PSF is well fit when significant additional
itter is added to the model, and when the source spectrum is treated
s a blackbody with variable temperature in each filter. 
(ii) The flux ratios can be measured to an estimated 6, 2, 2, and
 per cent precision in F560W, F1280W, F1800W, and F2550W, 
espectively, with the dominant source of uncertainty coming from 

odelling the lensed quasar host galaxy light in the three bluer filters
nd from the PSF in F2550W. The absolute flux uncertainties are
stimated to be dominated by ongoing instrument calibrations. For 
his work, we adopt 15 per cent uncertainties in F560W , F1280W , and
1800W, and 20 per cent in F2550W, but we expect these to impro v e

n the future. 
(iii) We introduce an SED-fitting method that enables us to take 

nto account the high flux-ratio precision and the relatively uncertain 
bsolute flux precision. This model fits for the temperatures of the
ust components as well as the relative amplitudes of each component 
n each lensed image. 

(iv) We estimate the hot and cold dust temperatures for the source
o be 1200 ± 100 K and 300 ± 100 K. The hot dust region shows
ubstantial microlensing relative to the warm dust region, confirming 
he subparsec size of this region. 

(v) The flux ratios inferred from the warm dust component of 
ED fitting are consistent with the flux ratios measured in F2550W.
iven current absolute and flux-ratio measurement uncertainties, the 
arm dust emission flux ratios can be measured to 3 per cent with 1 σ
ncertainty. This sensitivity will enable us to infer population-level 
tatistics of DM haloes below masses of 10 7 M � in future work, thus
roviding a test of a key prediction of CDM. 
(vi) The F2550W and warm dust flux ratios are inconsistent at a

0 per cent level with narrow-line flux ratios measured by Nierenberg
t al. ( 2020 ). This can potentially be explained by the presence of a
ow-mass DM halo magnifying the smaller warm torus light, but not
ignificantly affecting the more extended narrow-line region image 
uxes. Full modelling of the substructure and finite size effects, to
e presented in a future paper, will be used to study the origin of the
iscrepancy in more detail. 
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